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   ANSWERS 

 
 
Across                        Down 

2. the right or power to give orders, make decisions, or control people  
    (authority) 
3. a form of government ( democracy) 
5. of or having to do with a local government (municipal) 
9. someone who watches and listens (observer) 
10. work done for the public (services) 
12. the condition/fact that something might happen (probability) 
13. that which is due to a person from nature or law (rights) 
15. the act or an instance of participating (participation) 
19. the power to make laws and important decisions (government) 
21. the total number of people living in a country, etc (population) 
23. a rate or amount in each 100 (percentage) 
27. to sign up for something by having to put one’s name on an official  
      list (register) 
28. having to do with the study or practice of politics, politicians, or  
       government (political) 
29. to add up; calculate (counting) 
30.  particular action or way of changing place or position  
       (movement) 

1. group of people who make the laws for a country  
   (parliament) 
4. the set of basic laws by which a nation, state, or other  
     organisation is governed (constitution) 
6. an ending, result or outcome (conclusion) 
7. knowledge or facts that come from a source  
    (information) 
8. the act of getting something ready (preparation) 
11. consequence; outcome (results) 
14. a group of people who live close together or have shared 
      interests (community) 
16. a full turn (revolution) 
17. of or having to do with an entire nation (national) 
18. ability or skills as a leader (leadership) 
20. a greater liking for one alternative over another or  
       others (preference) 
22. a person who is a member of a country (citizen) 
24. a series of planned actions (campaign) 
25. to agree with or aid (support) 
26. a formal expression of a choice in an election (voting) 
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Find the hidden words and circle them. They are written from left to right, right to left, top to bottom, 
and bottom to top. Write each word you find in their box at the bottom of the page.   

 
authority counting municipal political   results 

campaign  democracy  national   population   revolution 

citizen   government  observer  preference   rights 

community  information  parliament  preparation   services 

conclusion leadership  participation   probability support 

constitution  movement   percentage   register voting   

 
 


